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Abstract

Physical models play an important role in the001
process industry. However, conventional physi-002
cal model building requires a survey on a huge003
amount of literature and trial-and-error to im-004
prove the model performance. We aim to de-005
velop an automated physical model builder (Au-006
toPMoB), which automatically collects docu-007
ments about a target process from literature008
databases, extracts necessary information from009
them, and builds a desired physical model by010
reorganizing the information. In this study, we011
proposed a method of judging equivalence of012
variable definitions, which is one of the funda-013
mental technologies to realize AutoPMoB. We014
built a large-scale corpus specialized in chem-015
ical engineering and developed ProcessBERT,016
which is a domain-specific language model pre-017
trained on our corpus. We created datasets018
from papers related to chemical processes and019
evaluated the performance of ProcessBERT in020
the equivalence judgment task. We found that021
ProcessBERT outperformed the other language022
models in the similarity-based method.023

1 Introduction024

In the process industry, physical models play an im-025

portant role in process design and operation. Con-026

ventional physical model building requires engi-027

neers to have a deep understanding of a target pro-028

cess and survey a vast amount of documents. In029

addition, they need to improve the model by trial-030

and-error until a desired model is obtained.031

To free the engineers from the laborious tasks of032

physical model building, we aim to develop an au-033

tomated physical model builder (AutoPMoB). Au-034

toPMoB automatically collects relevant documents035

from literature databases, extracts necessary infor-036

mation (formulas, variables, and experiment data)037

from them, and builds a desired physical model038

by combining the information. In order to real-039

ize AutoPMoB, several fundamental technologies040

need to be developed. In this study, we proposed041

a method for judging the equivalence of variable 042

definitions: whether two noun phrases represent 043

the same variable or not. 044

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) achieved state-of-the- 045

art results on various natural language processing 046

(NLP) tasks at the time. Previous studies have also 047

shown that the pre-trained language models using 048

in-domain corpora perform better than those using 049

general-domain corpora when solving NLP tasks 050

in a specialized domain (Lee et al., 2019; Beltagy 051

et al., 2019; Alsentzer et al., 2019; Peng et al., 2019; 052

Gu et al., 2021). With this in mind, we expect that a 053

pre-trained model with a corpus related to chemical 054

engineering will benefit the equivalence judgment 055

of variable definitions. 056

In this paper, we constructed a corpus specific 057

to chemical engineering and pre-trained Process- 058

BERT using it. We evaluated the model by judging 059

the equivalence between variable definitions in pa- 060

pers on chemical processes. We finally compared 061

the model’s performance with original BERT and 062

SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019). 063

2 Methods 064

2.1 Corpus 065

We collected papers related to chemical engineer- 066

ing using Elsevier Research Product APIs1 from 17 067

journals as shown in Table 1. We first obtained a 068

list of DOIs and then downloaded documents. We 069

next removed some of the documents that were 070

not journal articles and finally obtained 133,319 pa- 071

pers. The numbers of DOIs and obtained papers are 072

summarized in Table 1. Then, we extracted the ab- 073

stracts and full texts (excluding figures and tables) 074

from the papers. Then, we split the sentences in 075

the papers using ScispaCy (Neumann et al., 2019), 076

a Python library for practical biomedical/scientific 077

text processing. We finally constructed a chemical 078

engineering corpus (ChemECorpus) with a total 079

1https://dev.elsevier.com/
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Journal DOIs Papers in ChemECorpus

Applied Catalysis B Environmental 11,369 10,727
Carbohydrate Polymers 17,280 16,361
Chemical Engineering and Processing - Process Intensification 4,200 3,935
Chemical Engineering Journal 27,818 27,222
Chemical Engineering Research and Design 6,000 5,375
Chemical Engineering Science 14,572 13,527
Chinese Journal of Catalysis 2,731 2,709
Computers & Chemical Engineering 13,823 6,584
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2,605 2,201
Journal of Catalysis 10,849 10,248
Journal of Cleaner Production 27,814 26,994
Journal of Energy Chemistry 2,251 2,236
Journal of Process Control 3,048 2,744
Progress in Crystal Growth and Characterization of Materials 332 256
Progress in Polymer Science 1,252 1,017
South African Journal of Chemical Engineering 242 233
Thermal Science and Engineering Progress 986 950

Total 147,172 133,319

Table 1: Journal and the number of DOIs and the obtained papers.

word count of approximately 0.68 billion (4.0GB).080

2.2 Pre-training081

We performed additional pre-training from082

BERTBASE using ChemECorpus. ProcessBERT083

was first trained using a maximum sequence length084

of 128 for 900,000 steps on the two pre-training085

tasks (masked language model and next sentence086

prediction), with a batch size of 64. Next, the087

model was trained on longer sequences of maxi-088

mum length 512 for additional 100,000 steps with089

a batch size of 8.090

In order to verify the model performance differ-091

ence due to the number of training steps, we also092

constructed a model with double the number of093

pre-training steps (ProcessBERTdouble). Training094

of ProcessBERT was performed on a single TPU095

v3 with 8 cores2 and this pre-training took about096

13 hours to complete.097

For pre-training, we used the original BERT098

code3. The vocabulary and hyper-parameters used099

in the pre-training were the same as those used in100

BERTBASE pre-training.101

2https://cloud.google.com/
3https://github.com/google-research/

bert/blob/master/run_pretraining.py
(Apache License, Version 2.0)

3 Experiment 102

3.1 Datasets 103

First, we collected 11, 10, and 7 papers respec- 104

tively on Crystallization (CRYST), Continuous 105

Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR), and Shell and Tube 106

Heat Exchanger (STHE). Next, we extracted the 107

noun phrases corresponding to variable definitions 108

from their full text. We then created all combina- 109

tions of variable definitions in two different papers 110

of the same process and manually assigned a la- 111

bel: “equivalent” (1) or “non-equivalent” (0). The 112

number of equivalent and non-equivalent pairs for 113

each process is shown in Table 2. Because all the 114

datasets were imbalanced with tiny proportions of 115

equivalent pairs, we created training and test data 116

as follows. 117

Training Data To keep constant the number of 118

training steps for the experiment in section 3.2.2, 119

we randomly sampled non-equivalent pairs so that 120

the total number of data was 2,500. 121

Test Data We randomly sampled non-equivalent 122

pairs so that the number of equivalent pairs was 123

10% of the total. 124
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Equivalent Non-equivalent

CRYST 54 12,200
CSTR 122 4,693
STHE 61 13,720

Table 2: The number of equivalent or non-equivalent
pairs for three processes.

3.2 Methods of Equivalence Judgment125

To evaluate the performance of ProcessBERT and126

ProcessBERTdouble, we conducted experiments127

by the following two methods comparing with128

BERTBASE and SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019).129

3.2.1 Similarity between Variable Definitions130

As shown in Figure 1, we judge the equivalence of131

variable definitions by the similarity between their132

embedding vectors calculated by each language133

model.134

First, we obtain the vector representing the vari-135

able definition by the following steps.136

1. Input the noun phrase corresponding to the137

variable definition into the model and extract138

the embedding vectors of the words except139

stopwords (e.g. articles, prepositions, and140

conjunctions) from the twelve layers of Trans-141

former Encoder.142

2. Calculate the vector representing the variable143

definition (d) according to Eq. (1):144

d =
1

n

n∑
i=1

 1

12

12∑
j=1

vi,j

 , (1)145

where n is the number of the extracted vectors146

and vi,j is the ith word’s embedding vector147

from the jth Transformer Encoder (1 ≤ i ≤ n,148

1 ≤ j ≤ 12).149

Next, we calculate the cosine-similarity of the150

two vectors representing the variable definitions.151

If the similarity exceeds a threshold, we judge the152

two definitions as equivalent.153

3.2.2 Fine-tuned BERT Model154

We first fine-tune a model using the training data155

of two processes in section 3.1. Next, we evaluate156

the performance of the fine-tuned model using the157

test data of the remaining one process. We perform158

the above steps three times while changing the test159

data of one process.160

Figure 1: Equivalence judgment by similarity between
variable definitions.

For fine-tuning, we used the original BERT 161

code 4. The task of classifying whether two noun 162

phrases are equivalent or not is similar to the 163

task using Microsoft Research Paraphrase Cor- 164

pus (MRPC) (Dolan and Brockett, 2005). For 165

this reason, we assign "MRPC" to the argument 166

(TASK_NAME) when running run_classifier.py. 167

For the other hyper-parameters in fine-tuning, we 168

follow the recommended settings by Devlin et al. 169

(2019). 170

Fine-tuning procedure of BERT on MRPC task 171

is shown in Figure 2. First, a word sequence is in- 172

put into a model, consisting of two variable defini- 173

tions connected with [SEP] token and prefixed with 174

[CLS] token. Next, the predicted values of the two 175

classes are computed from the embedding vector 176

from the final layer corresponding to [CLS] token 177

(C ∈ R768) and the weight matrix (W ∈ R2×768). 178

If the predicted value of the class of “equivalent” is 179

greater than that of the class of “non-equivalent”, 180

the two definitions are judged as equivalent. 181

4 Results and Discussion 182

4.1 Results 183

Table 3 summarizes the equivalence judgment re- 184

sults of the similarity-based method and fine-tuned 185

model. We used Youden’s index (Youden, 1950) 186

as the threshold in the similarity-based method. 187

When using the similarity-based method, SciBERT 188

achieved the best score for the CRYST dataset and 189

4https://github.com/google-research/
bert/blob/master/run_classifier.py (Apache
License, Version 2.0)
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Similarity-based method Fine-tuned model
Model CRYST CSTR STHE All CRYST CSTR STHE All

ProcessBERT 0.752 0.642 0.726 0.653 0.660 0.270 0.790 0.552
ProcessBERTdouble 0.658 0.569 0.667 0.590 0.725 0.137 0.842 0.557
BERTBASE 0.730 0.537 0.671 0.567 0.652 0.336 0.825 0.583
SciBERT 0.766 0.631 0.699 0.622 0.827 0.094 0.855 0.579

Table 3: F1 scores of four models in equivalence judgment test.

Figure 2: Fine-tuning procedure of BERT on MRPC
task(Devlin et al., 2019)

ProcessBERT achieved the best score for CSTR,190

STHE, and the dataset made by combining the three191

datasets. When using the fine-tuned model, both192

ProcessBERT and ProcessBERTdouble underper-193

formed the other models for all datasets.194

4.2 Discussion195

The size of ChemECorpus (0.7B words) is smaller196

than that of the corpora used to pre-train most of the197

previous domain-specific BERT models (SciBERT:198

3.2B words, BioBERT: 4.5B words, PubMedBERT:199

3.1B words). The limited size of ChemECorpus200

hinders ProcessBERT from learning enough spe-201

cialized knowledge in the chemical engineering do-202

main. In addition, previous work (Gu et al., 2021)203

has shown that a domain-specific language model204

pre-trained from scratch can outperform the one205

pre-trained from a general-domain language model206

like BERTBASE. It can be possible to construct a207

higher-performance language model by construct-208

ing a corpus of sufficient size and pre-training from209

scratch.210

In the experiment of equivalence judgment by211

the fine-tuned model, F1 scores for the CSTR212

dataset are clearly smaller than those for the other213

two processes. We found that this method judged214

as equivalent only the pairs in which the words con- 215

stituting each noun phrase were almost the same. 216

The fact that the CSTR dataset have less such equiv- 217

alent pairs than the other datasets can lead to the 218

poor performance for the CSTR dataset. This prob- 219

lem can be solved by splitting the dataset of each 220

process into training and test data and having the 221

model learn variations of the same variable defini- 222

tion. In order to conduct this experiment, we need 223

to increase the number of positive examples in the 224

datasets in the future. 225

The results of ProcessBERT and 226

ProcessBERTdouble show that the performance of 227

ProcessBERT does not improve with increasing 228

the number of pre-training steps. This is in line 229

with the previous study (Alsentzer et al., 2019). 230

5 Conclusion 231

To judge the equivalence between variable defini- 232

tions among multiple documents, we constructed 233

ChemECorpus from 133,319 papers related to 234

chemical engineering and developed ProcessBERT 235

pre-trained using ChemECorpus. We evaluated the 236

performance of ProcessBERT with original BERT 237

and SciBERT by two methods: one using the sim- 238

ilarity of variable definitions and the other using 239

the fine-tuned model. As a result, we found that 240

the similarity-based method with ProcessBERT 241

achieved the best performance. 242

For future work, we will increase the number of 243

positive examples in the test dataset. We will also 244

extend ChemECorpus and pre-train ProcessBERT 245

from scratch to improve its performance. 246
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